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NOW JACKSONVILLE --RESPONSES TO USUAL QUESTIONS -- August, 1972 
(Subject to revision due to group & personal growth) 
W HA T IS WOMEN'S LIB ERA TION? 
The feminist struggle of the 19th century was basically an effort to allow 
women individual choices. We are the second wave of that revolution. Feminism 
questions stereotyped roles; tries to open up alternatives and options and to make 
people aware of them; and tries to give individuals control over their own lives. 
An important way in which Women's Liberation is different from early feminism, 
and from other movements for change, is that we are not only working to change 
the laws but also to change the values that create and perpetuate those laws. 
W HAT KIND OF PEOPLE JOIN WOMEN'S LIBERA TION? 
Women's Liberation involves all and excludes none. It includes: women 
and men of every financial statue , marital status, age, appearance, talent, em-
ployment, race, sexual preference, with children or child free, political persua-
sion, life style, type of education, religion, etc. We believe that conventional 
catagories as named above are artificial divisions that have alienated people -
especially women - from one another. In answering the question, we name the 
categories only because no better language has been developed .•• yet. 
WHEN AND WHERE ARE MEETINCS? 
Action Planning Meetings (hereafter APM' s) for all members and visitors 
are every other Wednesday from 5:15 pm to 7:00 pm at the Environmental Coor-
dinating Office (ECO), 2123 Park St. 
Interest Croups (committees) meet at their own convenience. 
Open Consciousness Raising Croups (hereafter CR) for any interested women 
meet every Wednesday from 7:30 pm to 10:30 pm at the ECO. 
Ongoing F illed CR Groups form when 10 to 15 new women are interested and 
commit themselves to meet together for a minimum of 6 weeks. T hey decide 
when and where to have their weekly CR meetings (evenings, daytimes, etc.). 
Mixed CR is open to any female or male with a commitment to attend 4 times 
and meets every Friday at 8:00 pm at the ECO. We strongly recommend that 
any woman wishing to attend this group participate in consciousness raising in 
a woman's group for a few times first, 
HOW DOES THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT FUNCTION IN JACKSONVILLE? 
Herstory: NOW JACKSONVILLE was formed in 1970--actually (and fittingly) 
a getting together of strangers on August 26, the first Women's Strike for Equal-
ity & Justice Day. Our founding group decided to be a NOW chapter not simply 
because we agreed with NOW's stated purposes (see attached NCW BILL OF 
RIGHTS) but also because: NOW was the most conservative feminist group (much 
less threatening to people at that time than the words "Women's Liberation"); 
NOW, being a national organization, allowed a specific way for some to help the 
Movement without having to go "too public" or to sacrifice too much (which wa_s 
by signing their names and sending in a membership check); NCW could keep us 
informed and give guidance and roots to a Women's Movement isolated in a 
conservative area. 
But we didn't want to run NOW (or the world, for that matter) in the "old 
way." Women's Liberation groups across the country were trying to teach and 
practice a new set of values--to help women know that every woman is valuable; 
that each person's perspective on life and on feminist ideas is valid; that no one 
can, therefore, speakfor all feminists; that women can help each other have con-
fidence and skills by sharing the load of this grassroots movement; that we can 
make a new society in which some people are not automatically placed above or 
below others. 
It seemed to our founders that, whatever else a feminist organization should 
do that was not always being accomplished elsewhere, it should unite women- -to 
have all women and men involved in feminism together, communicating with one 
another, while we all work at freeing our minds and the minds of people in society 
from the stereotyping that denies women humanity and denies all people choices. 
A structure was initiated for NOW JACKSONVILLE that is still unique among 
NCW chapters and other "Women's Liberation" groups. An effort was made to 
have ONE UNIFIED WOMEN'S MOVEMENT in Jacksonville; not groups in com-
petition or divided along artificial lines, such as: age, political philosophy, 
marital status, etc. A board of directors of 4 people was chosen, each very 
different from the others; in this way, we have variety and communication--
unity among diverse women. Each director was a coordinator of other activ:ties 
(action ·and C R groups) again, to keep communication open. Each director was 
(2) 
to be "president" for 3 month s of th e year, for the sole reason that the media 
refuses to understand a n1ovement without one spokesperson. 
With time, the board expanded. Its members from the start were those who 
offered to serve; special effort was made to still keep the people diverse. Even-
tually, the directors chose to have no permanent president but to have responsi-
bility rotate freely, (One person was chosen as the "paper president" to receive 
and distribute communication from National NOW.) No one remembers when it 
came to be understood that 11 Every feminist is a board member," but it seemed a 
natural enough idea, given our ongoing philosophy about people I s worth, non-
\ elitism, etc. 
Consciousness Raising--Interrelatedness: F rom the beginning of the Women's 
Movement in Jacksonville, we have recognized CR as the basic element of the 
Movement. It gives women moral support and develops the self-confidence that 
can lead to action on one's own behalf as well as action for the 1\1ovement. We 
have since found that C R does that and more--
Each woman learns in C R that many of her problems and frustrations are 
not just individual ones; other women share similar feelings, Personally discov-
ering this verifies every feminist's suspicion that so many of women's problems
are culturally taught. The sharing process also develops common bonds and 
trust; differences between people become less and less threatening. Mutual 
acceptance, communication, caring--in short, "sisterhood" happens. 
With the growing awareness of sexual politics; many feminists find that 
obvious legal and economic issues are not more important than changes in atti-
tudes and how we go about making all those changes. T here is a growing aware-
ness of how vital it is that our main goal--the freedom to choose how we live our 
lives - -be actually reflected in the diversity of the Movement's public image. It 
is essential to our goal of freedom of expression that, while the Movement is in 
progress, there be (and we encourage) those differences of method, communi-
cation, appearance and life style. All these factors and more give courage, 
awareness, and a desire to support other women and to support all oppressed 
people in specific and general situations. (See attached for more on CR) 
Leadership and Interest C roups: As we have no officers, the chaironeship 
for th e APM's rotates mon thly. Everyone is encouraged to volunteer for a turn. 
The duties of the c hairperson include: obtaining the key to the E CO ; placing he r 
name and phone number in the preceeding newsletter to receive suggested agend£-
items; running the two monthly meetings; distributing responsibilities; placing 
the results of the QPM's in the n e xt newsletter; being responsible for finding a 
volunteer chairperson for the succeeding month and pas sing the ECO key on to her. 
Interest groups form when any persons have the time and desire to get to-
gether to do whatever action they feel is meaningful (in areas like job discrimin-
a tion, abortion law repeal, symposium planning). An interest group can be for 
one specific event o r ongoing. Each group structures itself in whatever way its 
member s d es ir e . 
Interest g r oups, during the process of planning, should con sistently consult 
with me m bers who h a ve experience, knowledge, or concern abou t their plans. 
P olicies: F ree child care will be furnished at all N OW Jac ksonville functions 
wheneve r poss ible. 
E v e ryone involved in the Women's Movement i s encouraged to speak publicly 
about her/his own feelings, ideas, and e x periences, as an individual feminist. 
However, befor e speaking to groups or through the media as a representative of -NOW check the subj e ct out at th e APM for group feelings. If that's not possible , 
contact 4 or 5 members who regularly attend AFM 's for their consensus of o pin-
ions on the subj ect. 
W e don't accept invitations to speak at places that are racially segregated. 
NOW spea kers require a $10 to $ 2 5 donation from any all male group. This 
controversial policy exists for many reasons, among them: 
Women are always volunteering their time for free . The standard of value 
in male society is money, and they're th e one s that have it to give . 
The most frequent experience of Movement speakers with male groups is 
that these groups are difficult to speak to . There is a tendency to either harass 
feminists (sometimes with extreme hostility) or to treat us as entertainment. 
The small amount of money guarantees that feminists gain some thing out of 
every speaking engagement. 
(3) 
It is general policy that NOW speakers, instructors, and such, be female. 
Any interest group or person wanting to have males (or a particular male person) 
participating in an event sponsored by NCW should bring this up at an A PM for a 
decision. Among the many reasons for this policy is that we want to break old 
habits. Women have been taught by men for too long; now it's time for women 
to learn from each other. 
DO I HAVE TO BELIEVE EVERYTHING I THINK YOU ALL BELIEVE?
NO: Women's Liberation is trying to create the freedom to have choices. 
Vital to our Movement is an acceptance of one another. True, we feminists do 
not always accept one another's differences as easily as we would like to, But 
this is an area in which we unceasingly struggle. We try to keep communication 
open--not only about our satisfactions and frustrations in the world but also about 
our feelings of agreement and of disagreement with one another. After all, the 
freedom or liberation or choices each person in the Movement is most aware of 
wanting or needing are as individual as is each person. No one is required to 
work for or pay lip service to any idea she or he thinks is supposed to be Women's 
Liberation "doctrine. 11 Different subjects can be touchy to different segments 
of the population e.g., abortion; attitudes toward men; attitudes toward marriage 
and child rearing; attitudes toward homosexuality and bisexuality; seeing Women's 
Liberation as part of an ongoing Human Liberation Movement, etc. Most im-
portant always is open communication about our differences in thinking; staying 
together in spite of those differences, and not criticising other feminists for 
holding different views from our own. 
HOWDO I FECOME A PART OF T HE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN JACKSONVILLE? 
I 
The first step is to acknowledge your commitment to the goals of feminism 
as you see them. You do this by mailing or delivering the Interest Form (attached) 
filled out to NOW New Participant Task Force, P. 0, Box 8590, Jax, 32211. 
(Note: The first item on the form is a basic statement of desire to be a part of 
the Women's Movement in Jacksonville, which you sign.) You will then be a 
member. 
Communication is very important, especially as we grow larger and more 
diverse. It is essential that every member be aware of all that is going on. 
Presently, the main method of communication is a monthly newsletter. For $3 
a year, newsletters will be mailed to you. If you cannot afford the $3 but regu-
larly attend APM 1 s or can stop by the ECO each month you can pick up the news-
letters for free. If you are unable to do any of these, we have some scholarships 
available for newsletter mailing. (The Interest Form has an appropriate place 
to indicate your request for this.) 
The term "membership" is used in two senses in Jacksonville. There is 
membership in the Women's Movement in Jacksonville and membership in the 
National Organization for Women (NOW). First, membership in the Movement 
in Jacksonville basically means a stated commitment and as much involvement 
as you feel able to give. A money payment may or may not be made, In the way 
we want the world to change, money is not the standard for evaluating people or 
for allowing them to belong. So, membership in the Women's Movement locally 
involves no dues, as such. The second sense in which we recognize membership 
is in the more conventional one. NOW JACKSONVILLE is affiliated with the 
National Organization for Women (NOW) whose aims we support. (See attached 
NOW Bill of Rights.) For a great many reasons it is very important to join NOW 
(dues $10, some membership scholarships available by request on Interest Form). 
For example, our financial support gives NOW the force to lobby in Washington; 
NOW can put pressure on business and government everywhere; NOW offers us 
expertise and support, makes available communication, information and direction 
for accomplishing our mutual humanist goals. Because we are part of a nation-
ally recognized and respected effective organization, being a NOW chapter also 
gives us immediate credibility in our local community. We can't urge women 
and men enough to join NOW nationally. 
It is almost needless to say that the Women's Movement desperately needs 
funds. We urge persons in the Movement to contribute financially as much as 
they can and to solicit funds from others. For example, when a male person 
says he is for equal rights for women, he should then be given an immediate 
opportunity to help. The simplist way for most men to help is by NOW member-
ship and/or donations. We suggest requesting $20--$10 National dues, $3 local 
(4) 
newsletter subscription, $7 left for local activities (checks made payable to: 
NOW Jacksonville). ' 
Unpleasant as raising money may be to many people, it is essential for each 
of us to consider it part of our involvement to experiment with methods of obtain-
ing funds. Ideally, many consciousness . raising peojects can raise funds as well. 
T hese can include public meetings, workshops, and the creation and/or sale of 
feminist-related publications and items. We try to work out ways of paying a 
percentage of the profits to those who have participated in creating and/or selling 
profit-making items. Although the actual amount of renumeration may be small, 
it is 11 the principle of the thing" that is important. T he time and effort a woman 
freely volunteers has in the past had no monetary v.alue in the community; any 
earnings from such projects places concrete value on a woman's time and effort. 
ANY M OR E Q UES TI ONS ? AS K THE NEA R EST FEMINIS TS! 
•. 
INTEREST FORM · 
It is obvious with all the areas of discrimination that women are subject to, 
one woman cannot handle the work along. So, an attempt is being made to bring 
those women together who wish to devote their time and efforts to the area or 
areas of their choice. 
Some women have felt in the past that they, alone, may want to work in a 
certain area and are not aware of any other woman whose interest may run 
along the same lines. One of our biggest problems in bringing these women 
together has been one of communication. Our present system is to pass the 
word at our consciousness raising meetings, to ask for interested people at our 
action meetings or to try to get the information out through the newsletter. 
Some women never get the word or get it too late; consequently, they are being 
left out. 
This form is an attempt to solve these problems. An interest sheet on all 
members is to be consolidated into categories; so, that women can divide into 
task forces to work together in their chosen areas, and to maintain a current 
task force listing so interest groups can be formed as the needs arise. 
Many women have shown an appreciable concern in expanding our efforts 
locally; for example, in such areas as enlarging our newsletter and most recently 
structuring our consciousness raising meetings. Perhaps some of the women 
have suggestions for strengthening the iMovement • Some ideas for new projects 
are listed that only need additional women power to be completed and success-
ful for us all. 
Just remember that in establishing your interest, this does not mean a 
commitment to such at this time. We need to know where we stand and in what 
areas we are strongest in. Let your interests be known so that we can come 
together. Please complete this and return to 
NOW New Participant Task Force 
P. O. Box 8590 
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211 
I WISH TO BE A PART OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN JACKSONVILLE. 
Signature -------------·-----------
Date 
(Please print or type the following.) 
Name ------------------------------
Address Zip -------------------- --------
Phone -- home ___________ business ___________ _ 
(If you don't 't want to be called at one phone, please put a V after that number.) 
.Attached is a check or cash for: 
$3 Newsletter Subscription 
$10 National Organization for Women Dues 
$ , ----- Donation for local activities i expenses 
Scholarship needed for Newsletter 
Scholarship needed for NOW membership 
Continued ... 
INTEREST FORM (Continued) 
The following is an incomplete random list. Please add anything we have 
omitted. 






Sex Education and Contraception 







Public School System 
F ree School (Alternative to public schools) 
Children I s Literature 
R eligion 
Women in Poverty 
Letterwritting 
Baby sitting Co-op 
R eaching Minority Women 
Liberation School for Women 
Phone Committee 
Counseling for Women 
Health Services 
Public Relations & Publicity 






(mimeograph, zerox, printing, any equipment we might need) 
O ther --------------------------------
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
BILL OF RIGHTS 
"Full equality for women in truly equal 
partners hip with men"
l. Equal rights constitutional amendment
2. Enforce law banning sex discrimination in employment 
3. Maternity leave rights in employment and in social security benefits 
4. Tax deduction for home and child care expenses for working parents 
5. Child care day centers 
6. Equal and unsegregated education
7. Equal job training opportunities and allowances for women in poverty 
8. The right of women to control their reproductive lives 
WE DEMAND 
l. That the U.S. Congress immediately pass the Equal Rights Amendment to 
the Constitution to provid e that "equality of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by a State on account of sex, and 
that such then be immediatdy ratified by the several states.
2. That equal employment opportunity be guaranteed to all women, as well as 
men, by insisting that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission enforces 
the prohibitions against sex discrimination in employment under Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 196 4 with the same vigor as it enforces the prohibitions 
against racial discrimination. 
3. That women be protected by law to ensure their rights to return to their 
jobs within a reasonable time after childbirth without loss of seniority or 
other accrued benefits, and be paid maternity leave as a form of social secur-
ity and / or employee benefit. 
4. Imm ediate revision of tax laws to permit the deduction of home and child 
care expenses for working parents.
5. That child care facilities be established by law on the same bases as parks, 
libraries and public schools, adequate to the needs of children from the pre-
school years through adolescence, as a community resourc e to be used by all 
citizens from all income levels.
6. That the right of women to be educated to their full potential equally with 
men be secured by federal and state legislation, eliminating all discrimination
and segregation by sex, written and unwritten, at all leve ls of education, in-
cluding colleges, graduate and professional schools, loans and fellowships, 
and federal and state training programs such as the Job Corps. 
7. The right of women in poverty to s e cure job training, housing and family 
allowances on equal term s with me n, but without prejudice to a parent's right 
t o remain at home to care for his or h e r children; revision of welfare legis-
l ation and pove rty programs which deny women dignity, privacy and self-respect. 
8. The right of women to control their own reproductive lives by removing 
from the penal cod e laws limiting access to contraceptive information and 
devices, and laws governing abortion. 
NOW J A CKSONVILLE 
Box 8590 
Jax., Fla. 32211 
Phone 387-1(04 
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING 
The re are rr,any types of groups: 
1. Social: Killing time; jockeying for position in status heirarchy, confessional 
2. Action: To achieve a specific goal 
3. Eusiness: Combinations of No. 1. and No. 2.
4. Therapy: Cost may be too high; teaches you 'your place' 
5. Religious: philosophical or mystical
6. Folitical: May be any or all of the above 
7- Consciousness Raising: Not ANY of the above 
GOALS CF WOMEN'S CONSCICUSNESS RAISING (CR) 
1. 
2. 
Understanding one'sself in relation to one's society 
Specifically understanding what it is to be a woman in a patriarchal 
society which oppresses women.
SIZE CF A CR GROUP 
Five to eight in attendance is ideal, so that everyone has the opportunity to 
speak. It seems to work well if about 12 are in the same regular group, to 
allow for occasional absences. If all 12 happen to be there, they can form
into two groups of 6-each for that particular session. 
GUIDELINES 
The PRIMARY PURPOSE of these Guidelines is to keep CR from developing 
into one of the other types of group. These are not to be construed as 'rigid' 






No Men Allowed at Women's .CR Sessions. There is a weekly Mixed CR 
Session, · and some men .are trying to get together a Male CR Group going . 
Neutral ground for a Meeting Place is preferable so that one woman does 
not have to play hostess. It is better not to be distracted with the problems 
of refreshments. Serious CR Groups require babysitting facilities nearby, 
so that mothers of young children need not be excluded. A woman with an 
infant should not be disc rim inated against and the group could chip in for a 
babysitter. 
{veiled & silent) 
Let any woman in. Do not be exclusive! W e've been in purdah/too long .... 
women have too long socialized in hierarchical, competitive, compartmen-
talized groupings. Women are women - all - enduring the sexism of patriar-
chy and the oppression ,0 ·hich i s part of being a woman i.n a sexis t society. 
Try to g ive everyone a chance t o speak. Use p ositive e ncouragement , such 
as taking turns or supplying each member of the group with several poker 
chips, which are tossed into the center of the circle each she speaks. Be 
particularly attentive to the member who speaks lease, since we want to 
encourage self-expression in all women. Furthermore, one learns and 
understands, both by speaking and by listening. We women have no t had 
enough att entive, respectful audiences in our lives. 
CR Sessions should not have an authoritarian leader. If there is a leader 
(or leaders) at all, their function is to guide the group along these guide-
lines. There should not be a discussion leader who determines the content 
or is presumed to be the final authority. This is not to say that some per-
son at some time m ay not have more information or understanding on the 
topic under discussion. If so, listen, but if it is always the same person, 
(or persons) do something to increase participation of everyone. 
6. Utilize a protective structure, such as these guidelines, in an effort to free 
all participants rather than freeing only some women at the expense of the 
others. But do not hold to structure rigidly. Any or all of these suggestiom 
may not apply to every group at any given time. Be flexible! 
7. Speak about the experience of being a w oman. Do not stray to topics which
are unrelated. Although we are always women, not all of our experiences 
bear direct or obvious relation to this fact. 
8. The atmosphere should be sufficiently flexible to permit members to intro-
duce topics of importance to them . 
0. O n the other hand, having specific topics for discussion sometimes helps t o 
focus on w hat had been difficult for a woman to look at, but they should not 
be allowed to restrict the flow of content. CR i s not 'educational ' in that 
there are no ex?,p,S or competitive aims. CR is educational in that it pro-
vides the support of other women and their recognition of us, and of what 
we have to say. Some women w ho are activists for the women's cause and 
___ 
opportunity which we women-of-the-seventies have: to be given respect by 
associates, a luxury enJoyed by few women throu ghout history. It is under-
standable that they may not feel they need CR, but when they come they gain
as much as we are gaining. Of course, if they see themselves as 'experts! it 
will t ake them longer to experience. t he value of relating their own experience 
to those of o thers. 
10 . We speak about our own thoughts, our own feelings, and our own experiences 
rather than what w e think about others' thoughts, feellngs and experiences. 
We are an authority on ourselves. · It seems something of a cop-out to say, 
"I know a woman who told me she decided. . " instead of, "I decided: . " 
W e say what we think about things as openly and honestly as· we easily can. We
also recognize that there are various levels of consciousness. If a comment
would not be understood by others at a certain time, it may be better to wait 
than to rush too fast. On the other hand, we sisters grow very fast, once begun. 
11. Refrain from criticizing others. As our calloused nerve endingsare exposed, 
we may become stronger out in society, but more vulnerable to our sisters. 
There is inevitable pain in the process of seeing what we have previously not 
allowed ourselves to see. Understand the heed for support during this process. 
12. While we are trying to discover our own sexism and the sexism which has 
victimized us, we try to avoid the traps of classism, racism, and age-ism. 
When younger exclude older, or older refer to younger in put-down te .rminology 
( such as referring to 20-yr-olds as young girls) we are letting another ugly 
'ism' creep in. 
13. NEVER give advice, though we can give our reactions. This sounds contra-
dictory, and sometimes the line may be hard to draw, but advice is a conclusion 
and conclusions are hazardous without all the data. W e cannot really put our-
selves in another woman's position. It is one thing to say, "I think that if I 
were in your place, I would feel like ... " -or- "I remember a similar experi -
ence I had. . . " and quite another to say, "I think you ought to. " 
14. Restrain impulses to act negatively toward another sister. CR is not encounter. 
W e are analyzing ourselves and our roles in society, but not each other' s. 
Criticism inhibits and makes it more difficult to realize the goal of increased 
self-understanding. The CR experience should be a positive place where one 
gains support, not a hostile environment to be feared. 
15. Enjoy the different styles of women in the CR Group. We are trying to get rid 
of the old value of conforrr- ity. Some of us are emotional, some soft-spoken, 
Let each be whatever she is at the moment. She m ay change. Enjoy that too! 
16. Exert no pres sure on anyone, either to ' say anything or· do anything. Even the 
asking of questions should be limited to questions of clarification. If she w ants 
to tell, "what did you do then?", she will. Ee sensitive to the possibility that 
to ask may be to"pressure." 
17. C ne som.etimes edits one I s reactions so as not to push a new sister too far, too 
fast, but the goal of CR is to raise the consciousness to a level where editing is 
no longer necessary. If too much editing seems to be occurring, maybe some 
change is in order. 
18. Interaction among members should be underplayed. References to conversation 
or events in which another member took part without full explanation is frustra-
ting to the res t of the group. All comments should be made by an individual to 
the whole group. 
20 . Have a clear beginning and end. Do not blend gradually into other functions (e.g. 
social, political). . . If announcem ents are m ade, they should be made at the 
beginning or end so they are not mixed with CR. 
21. All of the above are guidelines, not rules. They express what seems to have 
worked well for us at this tirr1e. We may change our minds about any or all of 
them. We offer them to you because we think they might m ak e it easier for us 
or to avoid some pitfalls; but to see these tentative guidelines as inflexible rules 
and restrictions would be the biggest pitfall of all. 
22. A nd therefore we add one final point: if a sister seems not to follow these 
guidelines in her behavior sometimes, try to see the value in the deviation. 
Maybe the guideline is the thing thing to be changed. It might be. a good idea to 
bring the matter up for discussion before or after a session if the deviation is 
frequent. People make rules; not the reverse. Use these ONLY if they work 
for you. 
WO MEN'S CCLLECTIVE 
c Io Eileen Sarkissian 
340 Woodstock Avenue 
Stratford, Conn. 0649 7 
Revised and Reprinted w/ permission 
from KNOW, INC. 
P. O. Eox 10197 
Pittsburgh, Pa 15232 
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Up From the Ped estal - K raditor, Aileen - Quadrangle Paperbacks, 
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago, Ill., 60611 $2.95 
An excellen t selection of writings on t he history of American feminism. 
American Women: The Report of the President's Commission on the St atus of 
Women and 0th er Pu bli cations of t he Comm ission - Ch arles Scribner's Sons, 
N.Y., N.Y. 
Sexual Poli tic s- Mi Ile t, Kate - Equinox Boo ks by A v on, 9 59 8th Ave., 
N.Y., N.Y. 1 0019 $2.95 
The author dissects the works of D. H. Lawrence , Norman Mail er, Jean 
Genet, S. Freud, to prove her thesis that the patriarchal system warps 
the quality of life and i s refle cted in literature. 
The Natural Superiority of Women -Montague, Ashley - Macmillan, N. Y., N. Y. 
A must for serious students of the women' s Movement. M ontaguc presents 
a serious thesis-the superiority of women- in a very r ead able manner.
R eading this book will make you feel good for months afterwards! 
Women in American Life -Scott, Anne F. - Houghton Mifflin, Boston, Mass. $2. 60 
From their Life In America Series - Espe cially good for use in Junior or 
Senior social studies classes.
Th e Dialectic of Sex - Fires tone , Shulamith-Bantam Books, Inc., 666 5th Ave., 
N.Y., N.Y.10019 $1.25 
Chapter 6 m ight change your life! Fir estone cuts into the prejudice against 
women - amplified through the modern media-that paralyzes our society. 
Silent Voices: The Southern Negro Wom an To day- Carson, Hosephine-Delacorte
A subjective analysis of the mythological role and evolution of Black Women
from "chattel to mam my to matriarch."
What' s a Nice Girl Like You Doing In a Place Like Th is?- Tei tz, Joyce -
Coward, McCa nn & Geoghegan, Inc., 200 Madison Ave.,N. Y., N. Y. $6. 95 
A collection o:f bi ograp hie s of contemporary women who have "made it" in 
the wo rld of work. Inspirational for the m ost part but could be depress ing 
for wo men who th ink th ey'd "never be able to do that!"
The New Feminism -Komi sar, Lucy - Paperback Library, N. Y., N. Y. $1. 25 
Especially directed to t he inquiring minds of younger women -a great 
"beginner's" book, full of facts and inspiration.
On the Subjection of Women - Mill, John Stuart-Fawcett Premier Books, 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830 
A 19th Century clas sic essay on bondage and slavery as th e status of women-
written by a major f igurc in the British Utilitarian movement with an 
introduction b y Susan B rownmiller.
Single and Pregnant - Pierce, Beacon Press $1. 95
Fe mi nism: The Es sential Historical Writ ings-Schnei r, Miriam editor -
Vintage Boo ks $2. 45 
.ANTHOLOGIES (1970) 
Sisterhood is Powerful -Morgan, Rob in editor - Vintage Books N. Y. N. Y. $2. 45 
Essays by more than 50 women including such classics as Naomi Weisstein's
essay on psychology, NOW Bill of Rights, Excerpts from. the SCUM Manifesto
and an excellent bibliography -if you plan to buy only one book l e t it be th is one. 
Women's Liberation - Blueprint for the Future-Stambler, Sookie editor-Ace 
Books, 1120 Ave. of the Americas, N. Y., N. Y. 10036 (1971) 95c
Several documents of specific ways women are vi cti mi zed by major i nstitutions
--s chools, courts, hospitals, --informative , read able.
Th c New W omen -Cooke, Bunch-Weeks, & Morgan edito rs- Fawcett Books, 
Greenwich, Conn. (1971) 95c
Ori ginally a special double issue of Motive Magaz inc (Methodist Publication).
Essays, stories, poetry, letters, drama, etc. for and about wo men--includes
an ann otated bi bli ograp hy. 
Women in Sexist Society: St udies in Po we r and Po we less ness - Gornick, 
Viv ian & Moran, Barbara editors-S ignet Book from New American Libra ry, 
1301 Ave. of the Americas, N. Y., N. Y. 10 019 (1971) $1. 95
Stimulating reading- -this is a coll ection of artic ulate, cl osely reasoned
essays that r efuse to substitute rhetoric for keen analysis-- combinesscholar-
ship w ith commitment.
Th e Black Women: An Anthology - Cade, Toni editor - New American Lib rary,
1301 Ave . of the Americas, N. Y., N, Y. 10 019 (1970)
A collection reflecting the conce rns of American black women. Some demand
rights for women, while other demand.. rights for blacks first. Includes
poems & fic tio n by Nikki Giovanni and others as wel 1 as a provaca tive essay
by the editor "The Pill: Liberation or Genocide?"
ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS & PUBLICATIONS
Ms. Magazine -all articles i n any issue-37 0 Lexington Ave., NY, NY 10017, 
$1/issue, $9 /yr, sub. 
Look-September 22, 1970 -"The Motherhood Myth" and "Consciousness" by 
Viv ian Gornick, 
Ps ychology Today- Spring 1972- "The Need to Avoid Succ ess in Women" 
ART News - Newsweek Inc., Jan. 1971-special is sue, combines a provo cative 
ana lysis of "why there have bee n no great women artists" & personal comments,
Time -March 20, 19 72-special issue "T he American Woman"
Saturday R eview-Oc tober 16, 19 71-"S exual Stereotypes St art Early" by Florence
Howe, as well as a 2nd article about discrimination in higher educ ation.
Scholastic Tea che r- No vember 1971 special is sue "W om en's Lib C omes to Class"----------
BOOKS ABOUT INDIVIDUAL WOMEN - 1 ook for biographies about the following: 
Shirley Chish olm, Bernadette Devlin, Margaret Sanger, Emma 
Gol dman, Lucy Stone, the Grimke Sisters, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan 
B. Anthony, Matilda Joyce Ga ge, Elizabeth Blackwell, Mary A. W oll -
stonec raft, Lucretia Mott, Carrie Ch apman C att, Victoria Woodhull,
Em melin e Pan khurs t, Sorjourner Truth, Emma Willa rd, Amelia Bloomer, 
Hariet Beecher St owe, Jane Ad ams, Julia Ward H ow e, Clara Barton,
Margaret Fuller, Harr iet Tubman, Isador a Duncan, Virginia Woolf, Rosa
Luxemburg, Jane Hull, Dorothy D ay , An nie Be s ant, Anais Nin 
GOOD THINGS TO S END AWAY FOR 
Women: A Bib lio graph y - Cisler, Lucinda-over 900 e ntr i es - send 50c to the author, 
102 W . 80th St, , NY, NY 1002 4, 
The Women's Movement-Where It's at - c/o B. Brodel, 308 S. Macomb St., 
Tallahassee, Fla..• 32301 - 25¢ each - a fantastic listing of books, magazines,
posters, leaflets, organizations-for serious study of the Women's Movement.
Women in Libraries - Women's Liberation Task Force-available from Mi riam
Crawford, 4240 Parkside Ave., Ph iladelphia, Pa. 1 9104- a chronologically 
arr a nged bi bli ograp hy of articles from the library press (1933 -1970). Read
it and weep! Send postage & xerox costs. 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
Re port of the President's Ta sk Force on Women's Rights & Responsibilities- a
Matter of Simple Justice - April, 1970, Supt.of Documents, U. S. Gov. 
Printing Office, Washington D. C. 20402 (30c). - largely ignored report-calls
for detail ed national commitment to correcting the opp res sion of women in 
America today. 
To wa rd Job Equality for Women - EEOC, 18 00 G. St. NW, W ash. D. C. 2 0506, 
Laws on Sex Discrimination by Employmentt -Federal Civil Rights Ace, Title VII, 
W omen's Bureau, U.S. Dept. of L abor, W a.. sh DC 2 0210. 
JACKSONVILLE ALLIANCE FOR RA T!FICA TION OF THE 
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 
WHAT DOES THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT SAY? 
"Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged 
by the United States or by any State on account of sex. 
"Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate 
legislation, the provisions of this article. 
"Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after the date of 
ratification." 
Note that men as well as women are entitled to equal rights, and that a two 
year period is allowed after ratification so that necessary changes in federal and 
state laws can be made. 1 
HOW WILL THE AMENDMENT BECOME PART OF THE CONSTITUTION? 
The U.S. Congress, by vote of more than the constitutionally required two-
thirds of the m embers, has recommended to the states that they approve the ERA. 
If three-fourths of the state legislatures (38) ratify the Amendment within 7 years, 
it will become the 27th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 1 
W HAT WILL THE ERA DO? 
"Essentially, the Amendment will require that the federal government and all 
state and local governments treat each person, male and female, as an individual. 
It will not require that any level of government establish quotas for men or for 
women in any of its activities; rather it simply will prohibit discrimination on the 
basis of a person's sex. The Amendment will apply only to governmental action; 
it will not affect private action or the purely social relationships between men 
and women."2
After the effective date of the Amendment, some laws may be challenged in 
court. If a court finds that a state or federal law conflicts with the ERA, it will 
either strike down the law, or extend its coverage so that it applies equally to 
men and women. Restrictive laws such as those which bar adult women from 
certain lawful occupations will be struck down; but laws which confer a substan-
tial benefit on one sex will probably be expanded so as to include the other sex. 1 
WHO SUPPORTS THE AMENDMENT? 
Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon and the platforms of 
the major political parties, have supported the Arr,endment. 
The U.S. House of Representatives passed the ERA by a vote of 354 to 23, 
Cct. 12, 1971, and the U.S. Senate approved it 84 to 8, on March 22, 1972. In 
both cases, opponents tried to add qualifying language to limit the scope of the 
Amendment and were dicisively defeated time and again. 
Crganizations supporting ratification of the Amendment represent both men 
and women, and a wide scope of interests and philosophies. They include labor 
unions, church groups, educational organizations, and others. 1 
WILL THE ERA DEPRIVE WOMEN OF CHILD SUPPORT AND ALIMONY? 
No, it will only require that men be eligible for alimony under the same con-
ditions as women (as they are now in more than one .. third of the states); that the 
welfare of the child be the criterion in awarding custody in contested cases, as 
it is now in many states; and that mothers be responsible for child support 
within their means . 1 
The National Commissioners on Uniform State Laws recently adopted a Uni-
form Marriage and Divorce Act, the terms of which are in accord with the ERA. 
It provides for alimony for either spouse (called "maintenance"), child support 
obligations for both spouses in accordance with their means, and custody of child-
ren based on the welfare of the child. It should be kept in mind. that the great 
majority of divorce arrangements covering these areas are agreed to by the 
parties without litigation. 
W ILL PUBLIC COLLEGES HA VE TO ADMIT WOMEN ON AN ECUAL BASIS WITH 
MEN? Yes, this is an area where discrimination against women is prevalent, 
and such discrimination will be prohibited by the ERA. But it will not affect pri-
vate schools, it will not require any quotas, or equal num.bers of men and women. 
Admission will have to be based on relevant characteristics-not on sex. 
Graduate schools and the education profession will offer more opportunities 
for women. For instance, while the number of women applicats to medical 
schools increased m ore than 300% between 1929 and 1965 (male applications in-
creased only 29%), the percentage of women accepted by medical schools actually 
declined. (Hearings, U.S. House of Rep., Special Subcom. on Education, 1970.) 
The amendment will be of particular benefit to young women from poor fa m -
ilies. With discrimination in public education banned, they will have equal op-
portunities in vocational education, government-sponsored m anpower training 
programs and military service, among other fields. 
WILL THE ERA AFFECT PROPERTY AND OTHER BUSINESS LAWS? 
Yes, if the laws treat women differently from men. Married women could en-
gage in business as freely as men and manage their separate property such as 
inheritances and earnings. 2 
( 2) 
WILL HOMEMAKERS BE DAMAGED BY THE AMENDMENT? 
No, Congressworrsan Dwyer of N. J. said on Aug. 10, 1970, in debate in the 
House of Rep. on the ERA: "It would not take women out of the home. It would 
not downgrade the roles of mother and housewife. Indeed, it would give new dig-
nity to these important roles. By confirming women's equality under the law, by 
upholding women's right to choose her place in society, the ERA can only enhance 
the status of traditional women's occupations. For these would become positions 
accepted by women as equals, not roles imposed on them as inferiors." 
HOW WILL THE ERA AFFECT PROTECTIVE LAWS? 
State labor laws that apply only to women are already on the way to extinction 
as a result of enactment of laws that prohibit sex discrimination in employment. 
(U.S. Dept. of Labor Women's Bureau, Nov. 4, 1971.) 
"So-called protective legislation that said that women could not work at a 
certain job--for instance, she could never be on the desk of a hotel at night--ig-
nored the fact that right beside the male clerk there was a charwoman working, 
and that down in the entertainment rooms there was a woman singing or playing 
the piano," (Rep. Martha Griffiths of Mich. , in 1971 House debate. ) 
Where state laws actually provide "meaningful protection (they) would be ex-
panded to include both men a.nd women." 2 Examples are minimum wage laws & 
laws requiring rest periods. If women workers need a protective law, then the 
men who work alongside them need it too. The law should treat them equally. 1 
HOW WILL THE AMENDMENT AFFECT CRIMINAL LAWS? 
"The Amendment will not invalidate laws which punish rape, for such laws 
are designed to protect women in a way that they are uniformly distinct from 
men."2 But laws which give a longer sentence to a woman than a man who com-
mits the same offense (and vice versa if such exist) will be invalid. 1 
HOW WILL THE FRA AFFECT SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSION PLANS? 
The Amendment would extend to widowers of covered women workers the 
benefits now provided only to widows of covered men workers. For example, 
widowers with minor children would receive a benefit based on their deceased 
wife's employment under the same circumstances a widow with minor children 
would receive. Any preference in treatment given to one sex or to surivors of 
one sex would be extended to the other sex. The ERA would have no bearing on 
private pension and retirement plans. 3 
WILL WOMEN SERVE IN THE MILITARY? 
Yes, women would be subject to military service and jury service under the 
same conditions as men. Women with children in their personal care could be 
excused from either obligation just as men could be under the same circumstances. 
Being subject to military service would not necessarily mean they would have to 
serve in all assignments any more than all men serve in all assignments. Women 
volunteers would have to be admitted under the same standards as m.en; they now 
have to meet higher standards. 2 
Women will become eligible, on an equal basis with men, for the educational 
benefits, the medical services and the veterans' preferences which accompany 
military service. If there is still a military draft when the Amentment takes 
effect, women will be drafted. Under the principle that equality of rights is not 
attainable without equality of responsibility, women's groups working for the ERA 
opposed efforts in Congress to exempt women from the draft. l 
Note that Congress retains the power to create exemptions from selective 
service requirements: "Congress, if it enacts a future selective service law ... 
can provide exemptions which will apply equally to men and women. They can 
exempt parents. They can exempt parents who are required to stay with their 
children. They can exempt either or both parents if they have small children. I 
can think of many exemptions which might be made part of a possible future sel-
ective service law. But if this ERA is approved, exemptions ... based solely on 
sex would be invalid, and in my opinion, would be quite undesirable. 11 (Rep. 
Robert McClory, Ill. , 1971 House debate.) 
WILL MEN & WOMEN HA VE TO SHARE SLEEPING QUARTERS AND BATHROOMS? 
No, µnder two legal principles: the power of the state to regulate cohabitation 
and sexual relations of unmarried persons; and the constitutional right of privacy 
(enunciated by the Supreme Court in 1965). These principles would perrr.it separ-
ate sleeping and bathing facilities in public institutions such as colleges, prisons, 
and military barracks. 
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO PROMOTE RATIFICATION BY YOUR STA TE? 
Write and visit your State Representatives and State Senators. 
1 Common Cause, Washington, C. C., ERA pamphlet 
2 Senate Report 92-689 
3 Citizens' Advisory Council on Status of Women, U.S. Dept. of Labor, 
Washington, D. C., "ERA - What It Will and Won't Do" 
ABOR TION -- CUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The following questions about abortion are often asked by YWCA members: 
I. Why r e peal? Isn't liberalization of the present laws the answer?
Liberalization - that is broadening the range of circumstances under which 
abortions may be permitted (such as for mental health reasons or rape) - has
not provided services on an equitable basis for the poor and affluent. Although
public hospitals are receivingtheir share of applications for therapeutic abor-
tion, the rate of approval has been substantially lower than that in private hos-
pitals even with liberalization of the law. Also, fees for consultation by medi-
cal committee members whose approval must be obtained under liberalized
laws raise the cost. The YWCA is opposed to discrimination. It also supports 
good health practices and care. Even li be ralized abortion laws interfer e with 
the physician's reliance on medical criteria to decide whether to terminate a 
patient's pregnancy. The wording of the law is vague. Women needing this 
medical service, and who are able to get it, may suffer dangerous delays or 
go to unqualified persons. The poor cannot travel to another state or country 
for a safe abortion. In fact, liberalized laws cover only 10% of women getting 
abortions.
2. Won't repeal of abortion laws mean that anyone can perform an abortion and at 
any time during a pregnancy? 
Und.::r repeal, abortion, which is a medicalprocedurs, becomes a matter of a 
private decision made by a woman with the advice of her physician. The laws
of medical licensure govern his practice. Those who are unqualified to perform
abortions would still be prosecuted.
3. Isn't abortion taking a life? 
This depends on whether one considers a fetus in the early stages of pregnancy
t o be a person. Abortion has not always been a crime. It was not until 1869 
that Pope Pius IX pronounced all abortions murder. The YWCA supports the 
principle o f individual rights. In other words, one's private views about moral-
ity should not be impo sed by the State. Each pers o n should be able to ma ke 
the decision about whether to have an abortion in private consultation with a 
doctor. Repeal would permit this and no one w ould be forced to abort and no
physician would be forced to perform an abortion if it was against his personal 
beliefs; but no w oman would be deprived of this health service if she needed it 
and it was not contrary to her personal beliefs. 
4. Isn't the YWCA propo sing a radical p os ition on this? 
On the contrary, a number of groups believe that repeal is the best way to pre-
serve the rights of individuals in our pluralistic society. Among groups which 
have taken this position are: Unitarian-Universalist Association, National
Council of Jewish Women, American Public Health Association, Citizens Ad-
visory Council on the Status of Women, Group for the Advancement of Psychi-
atry, American Civil Liberties Union, National Committee for Children and 
Youth, American Baptist C onvention, American Women's Association, National
Council of Women of the United States.
5. Why take a position on repeal? Won't this whole issue be decided in the courts
rather than in state legislatures since the old law on abortion has been declared
unconstitutional in California and also in Washington, D. C. ? 
The YWCA believes that it is important to urge people to think through different 
points of view on social issue s and the n to stand up for wha t they believe in. 
The courts and the legislature r efle ct the climate of public opini on . 
Helen Southard
Bure au of Research and Program Resources
National Beard YWCA, 1-27-70 
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO CHANGE THE LAWS: 
1. Talk to everyone you know (friends, neighbors, co-workers, etc.) about the 
need to have the laws changed and any of the reasons that most impress ycu. 
2. Contact Florida's Legislators, especially the ones from your area.
them by personal visit, phone, telegram, o r letter ( or all 4 ways!) 
low are suggested ones to contact if you liv e in Jacksonville: 
GOVERNOR Reubin Askew, Tallahassee, Fla.
R each
Listed be-
STA TE SENATORS (may be mailed to Tallahasse e , Fla. , 
* L ew Brantley,    
Lynwood Arnold,   
Dan Scarborough,  
instead of home) 
District 8 
9 
Bill Beaufort,  
HOUSE OF REPRESENTA TIVES (may be mailed to Tallahassee,
Hugh J. Grainger, Jr., 
Ted Alvarez,   
Carl Ogden,   
Bill Birchfield,  
*John E. Santora, Jr.,   
Jc hn R . Forbes,    
Joseph G. Kennelly, Jr.,   
R. Earl Dixon,    
J. Wertz Nease,  
Frank Carlucci, 
Harry Westberry, 
SENATE PRES. Jerry Thomas, Tallahassee, Fla.
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE Richard Pettigrew, Tallahassee, Fla.
* Those on committees considering abortion bills.














To many American woman and men it seems absurd in this allegedly enlightened 
age that we should still be a rguing fora simple principle: that a woman has the
right to sovereignty over her own body. Still, there are tragically few places in 
the country where a woman can obtain an abortion without the expense and deception
of conforming to inhuman laws, or the expense and physical danger of going outside 
the law. The vast majority of abortion laws in this country are remnants of obscur-
antist attitudes and medieval prejudices. 
In fact, at least one of every four women in the U.S. has had an abortion! Until 
the recent legal reform in two states, all of those had to be either therapeutic or 
illegal. Given the difficulty of s e cu ring a therapeutic abortion, the great majority
of abortions endured by American women have been illegal--and therefore danger-
ous. This has caused untold suffering, especially on the part of poo1· women who
must resort to self-induced or butchered abor tions . Some idea of the lives to be
saved by repealing abortion laws is suggested by the recent drastic reductionin 
deaths from childbirth, a statistic that includes deaths fr om bungled abortions, in 
New York City alone. During the first nine months of the new legal abortion pro-
gram, "deaths from childbirth" dropped by at least60 percent.
To save lives and to spare other women the pain of socially-imposed guilt , 53 
respected women residents in the U. S. have volunteered tobegin the American 
W omen's Petition by signing the statement below. Our purpose is not to alienate
or to ask for sympathy, but to repeal archaic and inhuman laws. Because of the 
social stigma still w r ongly attached to abortion, many womenin public life, or 
with husbands in public life, have felt unable to joinus. We a.re mostly women
active in community work, o r in the arts. But we invite all women, f rom every
walk of life, to help eliminate this stigma by joining us in this petition, and signing
the statement below . The complete list will be sent to the White House, to every
State Legislature, and to our sisters in other countries who are signing similar
petitions for their l a wmakers. Barbaralee D. Diamonstein
Reprinted in part from Spring/72 Preview Issue Ms. the new magazine for 
women. 
The attitudes and laws against abortion in this country are causing untold suffering.
Approximately one milli on American women had "illegal"abortions in 1971--many
of them self-induced or performed by the unqualified, some of them fatal.
I have had an abortion. I publicly join. millions of other American women in de-




THENEW FEMI NI SM
A dozen women are variously seated in straight-backed chairs, set-
tled on a couch, or sprawled on the floor of a comfortable apartment 
on Manhattan's West Side. They range in age from twenty-five to thir-
ty-five, and include a magazine researcher, a lawyer, a housewife 1 an 
architect, a teacher, a secretary, and a graduate student in sociology. 
They are white, middle-class, attractive. All but one have col-
lege degrees; several are married; a few are active in social causes. 
At first, they are hesitant. They don't really know what to talk 
about, and so they begin with why they came. 
"I wanted to explore my feelings as a woman and find out what 
others think about the things that bother me." Slowly they open up, 
trust growing. ''I always felt so negative about being a woman; now 
I'm beginning to feel good about it." 
They become more personal and revealing. "My Mother never asked 
me what I was going to be when I grew up." "I never used to like to 
talk to girls. I always thought women were inferior--! never liked 
women." "I've been a secretary for three years; after that you begin 
to think that's all you' re good for. " "I felt so trapped when my baby
was born. I wanted to leave my husband and the child." 
Repeated a hundred times in as many different rooms, these are 
the voices of women's liberation, a movement that encompasses high 
school students and grandmothers, and that is destined to eclipse the 
black civil rights struggle in the force of its resentment and the con-
sequence of its demands. 
Some of us have become feminists out of anger and frustration 
over job discrimination. When wa left college, male students got 
aptitude tests, we got typing tests. In spite of federal law, most 
women still are trapped in low-paying, dead-end jobs and commonly earn 
less than men for the same work--sometimes on the theory that we are 
only "helping out," though 42 per cent of us support ourselves or 
families. 
Others have discovered that the humanistic precepts of the radical 
movement do not always apply to women. At a peace rally in Washington 
feminists were hooted and jeered off the speakers' platform, and white 
women working in civil rights er anti-proverty programs are expected 
to defer to the black male ego. Many of us got out to salvage our own 
buffeted egos. However, most of the new feminists express only a gen-
eral malaise they were never able to identify. 
Nanette Rainone is 27, the wife of a newspaperman, the nother of 
a 7 month old child, and a graduate of Queens College, where she stu-
died English literature. She married while in graduate school, then 
quit before the year was out to become an office clerk at Life magazine. 
"I could have known the first day that I wasn't going to be promoted, 
but it took me 8 months to find it out."
She spent the next 5 months idly at home, began doing volunteer 
public affairs interviews for WBAI radio, and now produces WOMANKIND,
a weekly program on the feminist movement. 
"I always felt as though I was on a treadmill, an emotional tread-
mill. I thought it was neurotic, but it always focused on being a 
woman. Then I met another woman, who had two children. We talked 
about my pregnancy--my confusion about my pregnancy--and the problems 
she was having in caring for her children now that she was separated 
from her husband and wanted to work."
One evening Nanette Rainone's friend took her to a feminist meet-
ing, and immediately she became part of the movement. The child had 
been an escape. I was seeking a role I couldn't find on the outside," 
he says. "Then I became afraid my life would be overwhelmed, that I 
couldnever get out from under and do the things I had hoped to do.'' 
11 You·struggle for several years after getting out of college. 
Yu know--what are you going to do with yourself? There's always the 
eternal discrimination, but somehow you feel you are talented and you 
shuld be able to project yourself. But you don't get a good job, you 
ge a terrible job. 
''I think I was typical of the average woman who is in the move-
men now, because the contradictions in the system existed in my life. 
My parents were interested in my education. I had more room to develop 
my potential than was required for the role I eventually was to assume."
'I don't put down the care of children. I jus.t put down the fix-
ation relationship that the mother has, the never-ending association, 
her urge that the child be something so that she can be something. 
People need objective projects. We all feel the need to actively par-
ticipate in society, in something outside ourselves where we can learn 
and develop.
"The closest I've been able to come to what's wrong is that men 
have a greater sense of self than women have. Marriage is an aspect 
of men's. lives, whereas it is the very center of most women's lives, 
(2) 
the whole of their lives. It seemed to me that women felt they coula -
not exist except in t he eyes of men--that if a man wasn't looking at 
them or attending to them,, then they just, weren't there."
If women need more evidence, history books stand ready to assure 
Us that we have seldom existed except as shadows of men. We have 
rarely been leaders of nations or industry or the great contributors 
to art and science, yet very few sociologists, political leaders, his-
torians, and moral critics have ever stopped to ask why. Now, all 
around the country, women are meeting in apartments and conference 
rooms and coffee shops to search out the answers. · 
The sessions begin with accounts of personal problems and inci-
dents. For years, we women have believed that our anger and frustra-
tion and unhappiness were "our problems ." Suddenly , we discover that 
we are telling the same story! Our complaints are not only common,
they are practically universal.
It is an exhilarating experience. Women ' s doubts begin to disap-
pear and are replaced by new strength and self-respect. We stop fo-
cusing on men, and begin to identify with other wornen and to analyze 
the roots of our oppression. The conclusions that are drawn challenge 
t he legitimacy of the sex role system upon which our civilization is 
based.
At the center of the feminist critique is the recognition that 
women have been forced to accept an inferior role in society, and that 
we have come to believe in our own inferiority. Women are taught to 
be passive, dependent, submissive, not to pursue careers but to be
taken care of and protected, Even those who seek outside work lack 
confidence and self-esteem. Most of us are forced into menial and un-
satisfying jobs: More than three-quarte rs of us are clerks, sales 
personnel, or factory and service workers, and a fifth of the women 
with B.A. degrees are secretaries. 
Self-hatred is endemic. Women--especially those who have "made
it"--identify with men and mirror their contmept for women. The ap-
proval of women does not mean very much. We don't want to work for
women or vote for them. TTe laugh although with vague uneasiness, at 
jokes about women drivers, mothers-in-law and dumbblondes. 
We depend on our relationships with men for our very identies. 
Our husbands win us social status and determine how we will be regarded
by the world. Failure for a woman is not being selected by a man. 
We are trained in the interests of men to defer to them and serve 
them and entertain them. If we are educated and gracious, it is so we 
can please men and educate their children. That is the thread that 
runs through the life of the geisha, the party girl, the business ex-
ecutive's wife, and the First Lady of the United States. 
Men define women , and until new most of us have accepted their 
definition without question. !f we challenge men in the world outside 
the home, we are all too frequently derided as "aggressive" and "un-
feminine"- -by women as readily as by men.
A woman is expected to subordinate her job to the interests of 
her husband's work. She'll move to another city so he can take a pro-
motion--but it rarely works the other way around. Men don't take wo-
man's work very seriously, and as a result, neither do most women. 
We spend a lot of time worrying about men, while they devote most of 
theirs to worrying about their careers. 
We are taught that getting and keeping a man is a woman's most 
important job; marriage, therefore, becomes our most important achieve-
ment. One suburban housewife says her father started giving her bri-
dal pictures cut from newspapers when she was 6. "He said that was 
what I would be when I grew up. "
Most feminists do not object to marri age per se, but to the corol-
lary that it is creative and fulfilling for an adult human being to 
spend her life doing housework, caring for children, and using her 
husband as a vicarious link to the outside world. 
Most people would prefer just about any kind of work to that of 
a domestic servant; yet the mindless, endless, repetitious drudgery cf 
housekeeping is the central occupation of more than 50 million women. 
People who would oppose institutions that portion out menial work on 
the basis of race see nothing wrong in a system that does the same
thing on the basis of sex. (Should black and white roommates automat-
ically assume the Negro best suited for housekeeping chores?) Even 
when they work at ful-time jobs, wives must come home to "their" dust-
ing and "their" laundry. Some insist that housework is not much worse 
than the meaningless jobs most people have today, but there is a dif-
ference. Housewives are not paid for their work, and money is the 
mark of value in this society .... 
The justification for being a housewife is having children, and 
the justification for children is--well, a woman has a uterus, what 
else would it be for? _Perhaps not all feminists agree that the uterus
is a vestigial organ, but we are adamant and passionate in our denial 
(3) 
of the old canard that biology is destiny. Men have never been bound 
by their animal natures. They think and dream and create--and fly, 
clearly something nature had not intended, or it would have given men 
wings. However, we women are told that our chief function is to re-
produce the species, prepare food, and sweep out the cave--er, house ... 
The species must reproduce, but this need not be the sole purpose 
of a woman's life. Men want children, too, yet no one expects them to 
choose between families and work. Children are in no way a substitute 
for personal development and creativity. If a talented man is forced 
into a senseless, menial job, it is deplored as a waste and a personal 
nisfortune ; yet, a woman's special skills, education, and interests 
are all too often deemed incidental and irrelevant, simply a focus for 
hobbies or volunteer work. 
Women who say that raising a family is a fulfilling experience 
are rather like the peasant who never leaves his village. They have 
never had the opportunity to do anything else. As a result, women are 
forced to live through their children and husbands, and they feel 
cheated and resentful when they realize that is not enough . When a 
woman says she gave her children everything, she is tolling the truth--
and that is the tragedy. Often when she reaches her late thirties, 
her children have grown up, gone to work or college, and left her in 
a bleak and premature old age. Middle-aged women who feel empty and 
useless are the mainstay of America's psychiatrists--who generally 
re spond by telling them to "accept their role."
The freedom to choose whether or not to have children has always 
been illusory. A wife who is deliberately "barren"--a word that rein-
forces the worn-out metaphor of woman as Mother Earth--is considered
neurotic or unnatural. Not only is motherhood not central to a woman's 
life, it may not be necessary or desirable. For the first time, some 
of us are admitting openly and without guilt that we do not want child-
ren. And the population crisis is making it even clearer that as a 
s ymbol for Americans motherhood ought to defer to apple pie. 
The other half of the reproduction question is sex. The sexual 
revolution didn't liberate women at all; it only created a bear market 
for men. One of the most talked-about tracts in the movement is a 
pamphlet by Ann Koedt called "The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm," which 
says most women don't have orgasms becaus e most men won't accept the 
fact that the female orgasm is clitoral.
We are so used to putting men's needs first that we don't know 
how to ask for what we want, or else we share the common ignorance a-
bout our own physiology and think there is something wrong with us 
when we don't have orgasms "the right way." Freudian analysts contri-
bute to the problem. The realization that past guilt and frustration 
have been unnecessary is not the least of the sentiments that draws 
woman to women's liberation. Feminists also protest the general male 
proclivity to regard us as decorative, amusing sex objects even in the 
world outside bed. We resent the sexual sell in advertising, the cat-
calls we get on the street, girlie magazines and pornography, bars 
that refuse to serve unescorted women on the assumption they are pro-
stitutes, the not very subtle brainwashing by cosmetic companies, and
the attitude of men who praise our knees in miniskirts, but refuse to 
act as if we had brains. 
Even the suppose1ly humanistic worlds of rock music and radical 
politics are not very different. Young girls who join "the scene" or 
"the movement" are labeled "groupies" and are sexually exploited; the 
flashy porno-sheets such as SCREW 2nd KISS are published by the self-
appointed advocates of the new "free," anti-Establishment life-style .... 
We are angry about the powers men wield over us. The physical 
power--women who study karate do so as a defense against muggers, not 
lovers. And the social power--we resent the fact that men take the 
initiative with women, that women cannot ask for dates but must sit 
home waiting for the phone to ring. That social conditioning began in 
childhood when fathers went out to work and mothers stayed home, images 
perpetuated in schoolbooks and games and on television. If we were 
bright students 1 we were told, "You're smart--for a girl," and then 
warned not to appear TOO smart in front of boys- -"Or you won't have
dates." Those of us who persisted in reaching for a career were en-
couraged .to be teachers or nurses so we would have "something to fall 
back on." My mother told me : "You're so bright, it's a pity you're
not a boy. You could become president of a bank--or anything." 
The feminist answer is to throw out the whole simplistic division 
of human characteristics into masculine and feminine, and to insist 
that there are no real differences between men and women other than 
those enforced by culture. 
Men say women are not inferior, we are just different; yet some-
how they have appropriated most of the qualities that society admires 
and have left us with the same distinctive features that were attri-
buted to black people before the civil rights revolution. 
(4) 
Men, for example, are said to be strong, assertive, courageous, 
logical, constructive, creative, and independent. Women are weak, 
passive, irrational, overemotional, empty-headed, and lacking in strong 
superegos. (Thank Freud for the last.) Both blacks and women are con-
tenteds have their place, and know how to use wiles--flattery, and 
wide-eyed, open-mouthed ignorance--to get around "the man." It is ob-
viously natural that men should be dominant and women submissive. 
Shuffle, baby, shuffle. 
Our "sexist" system has hurt men as well as women, forcing them 
into molds that deny the value of sensitivity, tenderness and senti-
ment. Men who are not aggressive worry about their virility just as 
strong women are frightened by talk about their being castrating fe-
males. The elimination of rigid sex-role definitions would liberate 
everyone. And that is the goal of the women's liberation movement. 
Women's liberation groups, which have sprung up everywhere across 
the country, are taking names like Radical Women or the Women's Liber-
ation Front or the Feminists. Most start as groups of 10 or 12; many,
when they get too large for discussion, split in a form of mitosis. 
Sometimes they are tied to central organizations set up for action, or 
they maintain communications with each other or cosponsor newsletters 
with similar groups in their area. Some are concerned with efforts to 
abolish abortion laws, a few have set up cooperative day-care centers,
others challenge the stereotypes of woman's image, and many are organ-
ized for " consciousness -rais ing" ••• s tarting with the premise that there 
is something wrong with the system, not the women in the group. 
The one organization with a constitution, board members, and chap-
ters throughout the country is the National Organization for Women. 
Its founding in 1966 was precipitated by the ridicule that greeted the 
inclusion of sex in the prohibitions against job discrimination in the 
1964 Civil Rights Act... NOW's [first] "resident was Betty Friedan,
who in 1963 published THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE, a challenge to the myth 
that a woman's place is either in a boudoir in a pink, frilly night-
gown , on her hands and knees scrubbing the kitchen floor, or · in a late 
model station wagon taking the kids to music lessons and Scout meet-
ings .... Today, Betty Friedan says, the movement must gain political 
power by mobilizing the 51% of the electorate who are women, as well 
as seeking elected offices for themselves. "We have to break down the 
actual barriers that prevent women from being full people in society, 
and not onlv end explicit discrimination but build new institutions ... '' 
Present are all the accouterments of any social movement--feminist 
magazines such as No More Fun and Garnes in Boston, Up From Under in 
N.Y. and Aphra, a literary magazine in Baltimore .... There are feminist 
theaters ... buttons that read "Uppity Women Unite, " feninist poems and 
songs, a feminist symbol (the biological sign for woman with an equal 
sign in the center), and to denounce specific advertisements, gum 
stickers that state, "This ad insults women." With a rising feminist 
consciousness, everything takes on now significance--films, advertise-
ments, offhand comments, little things that never seemed important be-
fore. A few women conclude that chivalry and flirting reduce women to 
mere sex objects for men. We stop feeling guilty about opening doors, 
and some of us experiment with paying our own way on dates. 
Personal acts are matched by political ones. NOW went to court 
to get a federal ruling barring segregated help-wanted ads in news-
papers, and it regularly helps women file complaints before the EEOC 
and local human rights commissions .... Pro-abortion groups have organ-
ized around the country to repeal anti-abortion laws, challenge them 
in the courts, or openly defy them .... Free child care is likely to be-
come the most significant demand made by the movement, and one calcu-
lated to draw the support of millions of women who may not be interest-
ed in other feminist issues. About 4 million working mothers have 
children under 6 years of age, and only 2% of these are in day-care .... 
The women's movement promises to affect radically the life of vir-
tually everyone in America. Only a small part of the population suf-
fers because it is black, and most people have little contact with 
minorities. Women are 51% of the population, and chances are that 
every adult American either is one, is married to one, or has close 
social or business relations with many. 
The 'feminist revolution will overturn the basic premises upon 
which these relations are built--stereotyped notions about the family 
and the roles of men and women, fallacies concerning masculinity and 
femininity, and the economic division of labor into paid work and 
homemaking. If the 1960s belonget to the blacks, the next ten years 
are ours. 
Reprinted from Saturday Review 
LUCY KOMISAR is a free-lance writer and board member of NOW. She is 
author of the receni book THE NEW FEMINISM. 
For further iriformation Phone 387-1004 or P.O. Box 8590, 32211 
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The purpose of this evaluation is to gather factual material dealing with the sexist 
id e as presented in textbooks. The research committee has designed the following 
ques tions to 1) make each of us more aware of th e presentation of women within 
th e educational institution, and to 2) build a file with which the committee can work. 
Please evaluate -- using th e following criteria -- all of the texts your children use.
Ask them to bring them hom e . Ask them to help you if they can. We do ask that 
you make up separate evaluation sheets for each book. (More are available at the 
Eco office or call Mary Beth 246-1609) Those involved with pre-school children,
fill out the evaluation, but exam ine your child's library, nursery or Head Start
Cente r, etc., for titles and y ou r obs e rvations. Those with no children pleas e in -
volve yourselves by checking titles or texts from a relative or n e ighbor. 
Hopefully, backed by facts, we can begin to examine textbooks critically and attempt
to make positive suggestions to curriculum committees or pre-school teach e rs who 
select books. F eel free to make any additional comments that might strengthen 
this e valuation. Return to Mary Beth K oe chlin - 276 Ocean Blvd. - Atlantic Beach, 
Fla . 32233. 
TITLE 
AUTHOR
PUBLISHER DA TE PUBLISHED ------------------- ------SCHOOL USED GRADE LEVEL 
NUMBER OF PAGES IN BOOK 
1. PICTURE CONTENT 
a) How are women dress ed ? 
b) Where are women portrayed? What are they doing?
c) Where are men? What are they doing?
d) What is/ are the facial expression ( s) of the women? 
c) What is /are the facial expression(s) of the men? 
f) Racial and incom e characteristics of the female( s) portra yed? 
g) Racial and income characteristics of the male(s) portrayed?
Comments: 
2. CENTRAL CHARACTER 
a) Male______ Female____ (If several, how many of each ?) 
b) How is central cha racte r portrayed? 
c) For math: What objects or processes are each sex involved with? 
(Example -In some books boys appear t o do t he thinking, girls do grocery shop) 
Male s -----------------------------------Females ----------------------------------
Comm ents: 
3 . If fiction, des c r ibe p l ot: 
Comments:
4 . G e n e r al evaluation -- How does the a utho r portray t h e woman ? H ow d o you 
feel about h i s / h er p o rtrayal ? Can you see any implications in que sti ons 1- 3 ? 
5 . If the text i s hi gh er l eve l than e l ementary, h ow many paragraphs arc devo t ed to 
wom e n? A r e w om e n li sted in th e index - - e ithe r a s a gr oup o r as ind ividu a l s ? 
What spe cific e v ents are t he r eason fo r t h e ir i n clusion? 
6. F or p re -school, w hat pe rc e ntage of the t ot a l lib r a ry h a s books with the the 
c ent r a l c haracte r as : 
Mal e F e m a l e 
A r e gi r l s s h own in sub o rdinat e r ol es ? Give exampl es 
Are boys seen i n d om i nant rol es? Give examples.
C omment s : 
ABORTION -- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
The following que s tions about abolition are often asked by YWCA members:
1. Why r epeal? Isn't liberalization of the pre sent laws the answer? 
Liberalization - that is broadening the range of circumstances under which 
abo rtion s may be permitted (such as fo r mental health reasons or rape) - has
not provided services on an equitable basis for the poor and affluent. Although 
public hospita ls are r e ceiving the ir share of applications for the rap eutic abor -
tion, the r ate of a pproval has b een substantially lower t han that i n private hos-
pitals e v en with liberalizaticn of th e l aw. Also, fees for consulta ti on by medi-
c a l committee members w hose approval must be obtained under libe ralized 
l aws raise the c o st. The YWCA is opposed to di s criminati on . It also supports
• • • , I • • 
good health practices and care . Eve n liberalize d abortion laws interfere with 
th e physician's reliance on medical crite ria to decide whe ther to terminate a 
patient's pregnancy. The w o rding of t he law is vague. Women needing this 
medical s ervice, a nd who are able to ee t it, ma y suffer dangerous d e lays o r 
go to unqualified per sons. The poor cannot travel to another state or countr y 
for a safe abortion. In fact, liberalized laws cover only 10% of women getting
abortions . 
2. W on't r epeal of a b o rtion laws mean that anyone can p erform a n ab orti on and at 
any time du ring a pregnancy? 
Under repeal, ab ortion , which is a medical procedur e , bec omes a matter of a 
private decision made by a woman with the advice of her physician , The laws
of medical licensure gove r n his p r a ctic e . Th o se wh o ar e unqualified t o perform
abortions would s till be prosecuted. 
3. I sn 't abortion t a king a life ? 
This depends on whe the r one considers a fetusin the early stages of pregnancy 
to be a p erson . Abortionhas not a lway s been a crime. It was not until 1869 
that Pope Pius IX pronounced a ll aborti on s murder. Th e YWCA supports the 
principl e of individ ual rights. In other words , one ' s private views about moral-
ity should n ot b e imposed by the State . Each p e rs on should be abl e to make
the decision ab out whether to have an abortion in private c onsulta ti on with a 
doctor. Repeal w ould permit t h is and n o one w:ould be for c ed t o ab o rt and no 
physician w ould be forced to perform a n abortion if it was against his pe r sonal 
b e liefs; but n c w oman would be d e prived of this h ealth service if s he needed it 
and it was n ot contrary t o her p ersonal beliefs. 
4. Isn't the YWCA propo sing a radical p o siti on on this? 
On the c ontrary, a number of groups beli eve tha t repeal is the best way to pre-
serve the rights of individuals in ou r pluralistic society. Among groups which
have taken this p os iti on are: Unitarian-Universalist Association, National
Council of Jewish Women, American Public He a lth Association, Citizens Ad-
vis o ry Council on the Status of Women, Gr oup fo r the Advancement of Ps ychi-
atry, American Civil Liberties Uni on, Nati onal Committee for Child ren and
Y outh , American Baptist C onvention, American W omen's Association, National
C ouncil of W omen of the United Sta t es . 
5. Why take a position on repeal? Won't this wh ole i ssue be decided in the c ourts 
rathe r than in state legislatures since th e old law on abortion has been declared 
unc onstitutional in California and also in Washington, D. C. ? 
The YWCA believes tha t it is impo rtant t o urge people t o think through different 
point s of view on social issues and then to stand up fo r what the y be li e ve in. 
The c ourts and th e l egislatures reflect the climate of public opinion. 
Hele n S outhard 
Bureau of R esearch a nd Prog ram R esourc es 
National B oa rd YWC A , 1-27-70 
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO CHANGE THE LA WS: 
1. Talk to everyone you know (friends, neighbors, co-workers, etc.) about the 
need to have the laws changed and any of the reasons that most impress you. 
2. Contact Florida's L egislators, especially the ones from your area. Reach 
them by personal visit, phone, telegram, or letter ( or all 4 ways!) Listed be-
low are suggested ones to contact if you live in Jacksonville : 
GOVERNOR Reubin Askew, Tallahassee , Fla. 
STATE SENATORS (may be mailed t o Tallahassee, Fla., instead of home)
* Lew Brantley,    District 8 
Lynwood Arnold,   9 
Dan Scarborough,  10 
Bill Beaufort,    
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (may be mailed to Tallahassee
Hugh J. Grainger, Jr.,  
Ted Alvarez,   
Carl O gden ,   
Bill Birchfield,   
*John E. Santora, Jr.,  . 
John R. Forbes,    
J oseph G. Kennelly, Jr.,  
R. Earl Dixon,   
J. Wertz Nease,      
Frank Carlucci   
Harry Westberry,   
SENATE PRES. Jerry Thomas, Tallahassee, Fla. 
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE Richard Pettigrew, Tallahassee, Fla.,
* Those on c ommittees considering abortion bills. 














To many American w omen and men it seems a b surd , in this allegedly enlightened
age , that we should still be arguing for a simple principle: that a woman has the 
right to soverei gnty over her own body. Still, there are tragically few places in 
the country where a woman can obtain an abortion without the expense and deception 
of conforming to inhuman law s , or the expense and physical danger of going outside 
the law. The vast majority of abortion laws in this country are remnants of ob scur-
anti s t attitudes and medieval prejudices. 
In fact, at l east one of every four women in the U. S. has had an abortion! Until 
the recent l egal reform in two states, all of those had t o be either therapeutic or 
illegal. Given the difficulty of securing a therapeutic abortion, the great majority 
of abortions endured by American women have been illegal--and therefore danger-
ous. This has caused untold suffering, especially on the part of poor women who 
must r e sort to self-induced or butchered abortbns. S ome idea of the lives to be
save d b y repealing abortion law s is suggested by the recent drastic reduction in 
deaths from childbirth, a statistic that includes deaths from bungled abortions, i n 
New York City a l one , During the first nine months of the new l egal abortion pro-
gram,"deaths from childbirth" dropped by at least 60 per cent. 
T o save lives and to spare other women the pain of socially-imposed guilt, 53 
respected women residents in the U. S. have v olunteered t o begin the American
Women's Petition by signing the statement below. Our purpose is not to alienate
or to ask for sympathy, but to repeal archaic and inhuman laws. Because of the 
social stigma still wrongly attached to aborti on, many women in public life , or 
w ith husbands in public life, have felt unable to join us. We are mostly women 
active in community work, or in the arts. But we invite all women, from ever y 
walk of life, to help eliminate this sti gma by joining us in this petition, and signing 
the statement below. The complete list will be sent to the White House, to every 
State Legislature, and to our sisters in other countries who are signing similar
petitions for their l awmake rs . Barbaralee D. Diamonstein
Repr i nted in part from Spring /72 Preview Is sue Ms. the new magazine for
- ·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - women.
The attitudes and laws against abortion in this c ountry are causing untold suffering.
Approximately one million American women had "illegal" abortions in 1971--many 
of them self-induced or performed by th e unqualified, some of them fatal.
I have hadan abortion. I publicly join millions of other American w omen in de-
manding a repeal of all laws that re strict our reproductive freedom. 
Name: -----------------------------------------Address: 
Identification:
